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About This Game

The castle needs a hero – hordes of trolls are surrounding it! Build towers, save money, learn spells - don't let the enemy in!
Follow the exciting story of the dwarven kingdom's eternal struggle against the troll hordes, who want only to crush the dwarves

and claim their territory.
Unique units, a wide range of structures, spells, gold and various resources make this game that you will return to again and

again.
Every single-screen level sees the player's headquarters assaulted by wave after wave of troll forces.

To defeat these monstrous hordes, you must construct defensive towers and units and learn to wield powerful spells. Tap
anywhere you like for a handy pop-up menu listing all the units and structures you can build in that location. Tap existing

structures to see how you can upgrade your forces with ever-more powerful improvements!
All your towers and units have specific stats: Damage, Fire rate, Damage radius, Damage type, as well as various other features,

such as enemy slowdown and Damage Over Time.
Each level also brings new units and structures to help you fight the troll menace. You’ll never be lacking for new and exciting

ways of decimating those nasty trolls!

- 60 different progressively challenging levels
- 3 unique game settings
- 17 kinds of creatures

- 12 kinds of towers and structures
- Extensive magic system

- Various upgrades
- Fascinating gameplay
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Title: Royal Defense
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Good Games, Creobit
Publisher:
8Floor
Release Date: 6 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 1500 MHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0 compliant with 1.0GB of video RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space

English,Russian,Italian,German,Dutch
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This game is perfect example how to complicate something simple and create unplayable game.
There ius many games like this on the market. You can enjoy them from the first minute. In Second Second you will need hours
to even finish full tutorial. Why? Because cards design is so pathetic that players do not understand what is going on. Just check
any review on YT and you will find out that people dont know how this game works. Tutorial do not help at all.

NOW WARNING: When you log in to the game you will find big AD - UNLOCK Android versio after 2 hours of gameplay.
Why 2 hours? Because this game is facked up and devs know about it. After 2 hours YOU CAN NOT REFUND THIS GAME
ON STEAM. So be careful, dont be scamed.

Check reviews on steam, 90% players, even these which gaves positive review - play time is <2 hours. Why? Because 90%
people refund this pathetic game.. Great game but will not load on new windows. I really like this game, I think the idea of it
and gameplay was pretty fun.
I'm a fan of zombie games and I like how you got both a campaign and a survival mode.

I recommend people to try this game out, however there are some things I'd like to mention.

First off, Multiplayer.
It feels like this game was meant for Multiplayer, however it is mostly dead. But the Developer has created a Discord server to
help that. But it's also the fact that playing by yourself doesn't feel that fun. And the AI wasn't that great either, as an idea,
maybe see if you could make it so we can give the AI different weapons?
But yeah, if you are going into this game, I think you'd have more fun if you get a couple of mates to join in the action.

Also you may want someone to talk to, because most of the time the game is pretty quiet, I'd suggest making a background
soundtrack? Not sure, but it's your game Developer. :)

I've had experiences with playing with an AI, then with someone who knew the game and a friend of mine who is in the same
boat as me. If you are going to play by yourself or with a other new player, the game might go for hours trying to figure out
where you are going. xD
But when you are with someone who knows the map, it can be done in a few minutes. So unless you know the map or what to
do, you might be there for a while, but it can still be fun!

The controls were a bit interesting, had to use a controller to play, however I found out the other control sets you have and now
the game is playable with a keyboard and mouse. Still I wish we could set hotkeys.

Other than that, I think this game is really amazing, and I'd love to join anyone who gets into this so I can play the crap out of it.
And I'm so pumped to try out the next game!. Its a very nice game, nice grapics aswel.
Tho the starting lanquage is bit hard but when changed to english it was fine.
Bit of a help button would be handy but its stil a very nice game.. pretty chill game. fun, decent graphics, good story. You should
absolutely not hesitate to pick this up if you like story/adventure games.. Ugly huge pixel mess.. Can't recommend this game,
even on sale. Graphics are ok, but the interface is poor and the "forward/reverse" thing in the vehicles is tedious. Couldn't get
intersted. Going back to Farming Simulator 2015, which is much more interesting and enjoyable.. Everything that you could
possibly want out of an Attack on Titan video game are here. Swinging around is fun, killing Titans is fun, and there's tons of
fan-service (Note the hyphen).

The weaknesses of the game are inherent to the anime. It desperately needs more types of enemies, so it gets repetitive quickly.
But what it is, in short bursts, is a ton of fun.
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Great concept, poor execution. Also, the controls are very unreliable (particularly jumping).. Good for Early Access, needs alot
of work but is fun. What can I really say about this game? It’s a solid attempt at an arcade style game being fast paced and
letting you upgrade items as you progress. After a couple of hours or in my case under 1 the novelty wears off and the shame
kicks in.

Uninstalled but still reviewed.
. The voiceover is so annoying you will want to turn your speakers off. Graphics are LOW end
Otherwise it is an average arcade style shooter. The Price is the least satisfying aspect of this game. Really doesn't feel worth the
money especially since i already own rugby challenge 2. I bought rugby challenge 2 for $60 when it was released and still felt
more satisfaction from the playing the game.. i love this. What an amazing game this still is! Runs great on Windows 7 in
Windows Vista compatibility mode. Just finished the campagin for the second time. It's easy to learn and hard to master, just
the way I like it. Love that you can pause the game in the single player campaign, really helps to get a more strategic view and
plan accordingly. They kept the RPG elements quite light in this game, this really helps when trying to pick your members for
your team. I'm now ready to try some of the amazing mods that have been created for this game.. It\u2019s a beautiful and cute
game with great soundtrack and criminally low sales. You definitely should buy it, if you are into cute metroidvania-esque
games with some quest elements.

You can call this game \u201ccutelvania\u201d: it\u2019s cute and it\u2019s metroidvania. You will explore a big magic school
with paths blocked here and there, fight nicely designed but, sometimes, generic bosses and progress toward the end. The
\u201cTrue end\u201d can feel a bit of anticlimactic, but I think that in it lies a twist and a lesson about how humanity evolved
and became much stronger than SPOILERS.

Gameplay: it is your metroidvania: you explore the school; you find bosses; you defeat bosses; you gain abilities to progress
through previously blocked paths. Some path requires you to solve puzzles just like old point and click adventures: here, have a
bunch of items, now try to think how to combine them. Sadly, Belle\u2019s inventory is limited, so you need to think what you
will carry around and what will you leave near the portal. Jumping and moving are kinda slow and \u201cfloaty\u201d which
leads to frustration at some sections (mostly, with bosses). Hitboxes are big, unfair and make me sad.

Story: it\u2019s cute and nice. No betrayals, no backstabbing, no evil plans \u2014 find ingredients for potions and enjoy
colorful levels and enemies. I would surely play this game with my daughter (if I had one)

Characters: My teacher loves to unwind at nightclubs. Which is lovely.

P.S. For more awesome hidden gems, follow the steam CRIMINALLY Low Sales curator.. A fantastic pack. Wish it had Blue
Morning, Blue Day and Urgent, but the bottom line is Foreigner has too much great stuff to fit into a single 5-pack. The bass
lines in some of these songs are a ton of fun to play. Recommended!
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